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OSIsoft Virtual Campus Overview

OSIsoft vCampus is an online,

For three decades, OSIsoft has been focused on delivering operational

subscription-based offering that

infrastructure software products, known as the PI System™, to thousands of

provides everything members

global companies. With such an infrastructure, it is important that our customers

need to develop applications on

and partners are able to expand the PI System by building domain relevant

the PI System. Focused on “doing

applications that leverage their investment and integrate with other business

it right,” this community-oriented

systems.

program provides each subscriber
To fully support the expanding number of significant application efforts with the

with:
•
•

•

A PI System for personal

PI System, we provide a place for developers and integrators to get all the

development

resources and support they need:

Community experience

•

Development software (a personal PI System)

with discussion forums and

•

A variety of resources (online library, interactive webinars)

blogs

•

Online community of peers and a dedicated OSIsoft team (discussion

An online library of articles,

forums, blogs)

guidelines and documents
•

Technical, interactive

This community strives to provide guidance and best practices, as well as

webinars

encourage members to share experience and knowledge. We used the concept
of an online virtual campus to structure these resources and call this community

OSIsoft vCampus is intended

the OSIsoft Virtual Campus (OSIsoft vCampus).

to facilitate and encourage
communication around PI System
programming and integration
between OSIsoft partners,
customers and employees.

With hundreds of peers to interact with, OSIsoft vCampus provides an expanding
community of developers with rich experience. Professional contacts interact on a wide
range of topics and share expertise.

Membership

OSIsoft Virtual Campus Facilities

To become a member of the

Resources in the OSIsoft vCampus are grouped into seven facilities that allow

OSIsoft vCampus program, you

members to quickly access what they are looking for:

can register and subscribe online

•

Library: The Library contains different types of documents including:

(http://vCampus.osisoft.com). This

reference materials, examples that were previously posted on OSIsoft

is a must for PI System users and

DevNet and user and programmer guides for all the PI System products

partners looking to maximize their

provided with OSIsosft vCampus. White Papers, Tutorials and Accelerators

investment of time and resources.

are also routinely published.
•

memberships based on your

•
•

Bloggers’ Place: Several blogs published by various teams and people at
OSIsoft, enabling dynamic information exchange and insights.

while the Team Membership
supports up to 10 named members

Auditorium: Featuring the “Builders’ Café” webinar series of interactive,
technical webinars featuring OSIsoft technology and industry experts.

needs. The Individual Membership
supports a single named user,

Discussion Hall: Several topic-centric discussion forums provide support and
collaboration on a wide range of development and integration topics.

We offer three kinds of

•

Training Center: Current PI System training materials are now available from

and the Enterprise Membership

the OSIsoft Learning Channel on YouTube. Designed to take the learning

supports all the technical

experience to a whole new level, the OSIsoft vCampus Learning Lab lets you

deployment resources in your

gain additional PI System experience and expertise by letting you test your

organization.

knowledge, practice the skills you’ve learned from the YouTube videos on
our test environments and try new things with the
PI System that wouldn’t be feasible to test on your production PI System.

Further Information

•

PI Products kit, a complete set of PI System products to install and use as

For more information on

a personal development PI System. The subscription includes a PI Server™

OSIsoft vCampus, you can review
the online Frequently Asked
Questions (FAQ) section
(http://vCampus.osisoft.com)

Download Center: Provided with the subscription is the OSIsoft vCampus

License file supporting your membership term.
•

OSIsoft vCampus Live!: OSIsoft vCampus Live! is a dynamic and interactive
face-to-face event for gathering in-depth expertise on our technology
through presentations and hands on learning sessions.

Please also feel free to contact our
OSIsoft vCampus team at:
vCampus@osisoft.com
You can also follow us on Twitter
@OSIsoftvCampus

About OSIsoft, LLC
OSIsoft (www.osisoft.com) delivers the PI System, the industry standard in
enterprise infrastructure, for management of real-time data and events.
With installations in 110 countries spanning the globe, the PI System is used
in manufacturing, energy, utilities, life sciences, data centers, facilities and
the process industries. This global installed base relies upon the PI System
to safeguard data and deliver enterprise-wide visibility into operational,
manufacturing and business data. The PI System enables users to manage assets,
mitigate risks, comply with regulations, improve processes, drive innovation,
make business decisions in real-time and to identify competitive business and
market opportunities. Founded in 1980, OSIsoft is headquartered in San Leandro,
California, with operations worldwide and is privately held.
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